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Highlights
Biofoundries incorporate high levels
of automation that implement com-
plex workflows in order to increase
the reliability and reproducibility of
biotechnology.

Biofoundries in different locations can
communicate via digital data to complete
design/build/test/learn operations.

Distributed manufacturing attempts
to bring small-scale manufacturing to
many locations, directly in contradiction
to the centralised mass production
paradigm.
Richard I. Kitney,1 Jennifer Bell,2 and Jim Philp3,*

The vaccines industry has not changed appreciably in decades regarding
technology, and has struggled to remain viable, with large companieswithdrawing
from production.Meanwhile, there has been no let-up in outbreaks of viral disease,
at a time when the biopharmaceuticals industry is discussing downsizing. The
distributed manufacturing model aligns well with this, and the advent of synthetic
biology promises much in terms of vaccine design. Biofoundries separate design
from manufacturing, a hallmark of modern engineering. Once designed in a
biofoundry, digital code can be transferred to a small-scale manufacturing facility
close to the point of care, rather than physically transferring cold-chain-dependent
vaccine. Thus, biofoundries and distributed manufacturing have the potential
to open up a new era of biomanufacturing, one based on digital biology and
information systems. This seems a better model for tackling future outbreaks
and pandemics.
Biofoundries are suited to the design
of certain types of vaccines that do
not require whole cells.

The design and prototyping of vaccines
in biofoundries with final manufacture in
small-scale facilities offers the possibility
to bring manufacturing close to the
point of care.

The marriage of biofoundries and
the distributed manufacturing model
offers solutions to the troubled vac-
cines manufacturing industry.
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The Vaccine Production Model Needs to Change
The COVID-19 crisis has cast the vaccines industry into scrutiny [1]; an industry that has been
silently beleaguered for decades (https://www.who.int/immunization/programmes_systems/
procurement/mi4a/platform/module2/2019_Global_Vaccine_Market_Report.pdf?ua=1). A
United States National Academy of Sciences study from 2003 [2] concluded that the amount
that the nation spent on vaccines ‘appears to be insignificant compared with that spent
on other medical and social interventions that may have lesser social benefits.’ Large company
numbers that supply vaccines have steadily reduced [3]: some 80% of vaccines arise from five
multinationals (https://www.who.int/immunization/programmes_systems/procurement/market/
global_supply/en/). At the heart of the problem is a tension between relatively poor financial
returns to the vaccine industry and the high costs in production and R&D [4].

Compared to small molecule pharmaceuticals, centralised vaccine production facilities are capital
intensive [5]. Fixed costs are high [6], especially for new vaccines. For example, the need for eggs
for production is at least 70 years old, is expensive and time-consuming, but difficult to replace
[7]. In past high-income countries have paid a higher price until the fixed costs are amortised.
Then lower-income countries have adopted vaccines as the price has dropped after paying the
fixed costs. However, there is now tremendous pressure for a COVID-19 vaccine to be available
for all who need it, effectively everyone.

Distributed Manufacturing, a More-Sustainable Vaccine Model
The long distribution chains of centralised vaccine production are patchy, resulting in incomplete
geographical coverage [8] (Box 1). Even if there is no overall shortage, there may be where they
are needed most. Centralisation of labour and production has been the norm in many industries,
but in 2015 the World Economic Forum (WEF, see Glossary) put distributed manufacturing in
its top ten emerging technologies for the year (https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2015/03/top-
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Glossary
BioCAD: CAD stands for computer-
aided design, a well-established
process that uses software and
hardware for the design and redesign
of all manner of goods and materials.
BioCAD, thus pertains to computer-
aided designs in biology, particularly
molecular biology.
Biosafety level 3 (BSL-3): biosafety
level refers to a set of biocontainment
procedures and precautions to isolate
hazardous biological agents in a
laboratory facility. There are four levels,
1 being the lowest hazard, and 4 the
highest, for work with agents that can
cause severe to fatal disease in humans
by airborne transmission for which there
are no available vaccines or treatments.
BSL-3 refers to appropriate containment
for work involving microbes that can
cause serious and potentially lethal
disease. Thus the series 1–4 involves
increasing levels of containment to
minimise risk to staff.
Blockchain: this can be viewed as a
series of checks in a transaction, all
linked by cryptography. The data in
each block is protected from
modification as each change in a block
requires changes in all subsequent
blocks. In practical terms a block
chain forms a verifiable and permanent
record of a transaction that is highly
tamper-proof.
Compound annual growth rate
(CAGR): a number that describes the
rate at which an investment would have
grown if it had grown at the same rate
every year and the profits were
reinvested at the end of each year. It is a
common way to calculate returns for
anything that can rise or fall in value over
time. Expressed as a percentage, a high
CAGR indicates a high growth rate.
Design–build–test–learn (DBTL)
cycle: the DBTL cycle of engineering or
synthetic biology. It is intended that
iterations of the cycle optimise and
control a given genetic construct in a
host, or chassis strain that is to be used
in a bioprocess to make a product.
Good manufacturing practice
(GMP): standard guidelines that outline
practices required to conform to the
agency recommendations that control
the authorisation and licensing of the
manufacture of pharmaceutical
products.
International Council on
Harmonisation of Technical
Requirements for Pharmaceuticals
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10-emerging-technologies-of-2015-2/). In essence, production is done close to the final
customer, and much of the material supply chain is replaced by information [9]. It appears
unsuited to high-production-volume industries, such as commodity chemicals and the automo-
tive industry. However, vaccine production, already suboptimal for economies of scale [10],
needs a different model, and distributed manufacturing is a good fit.

Nucleic acid vaccines would be produced in kilogrammes rather than tonnes. An mRNA vaccine
may have a low-cost, cell-free, egg-free production process [11] that is highly scalable and is
easier to build and run than a facility handling virus particles. The actual production process
could be relatively simple, consisting of a small number of standardisable molecular biology
steps, purification by HPLC and final drug formulation [12]. Upon delivery to the patient, the
process is completed there, with translation of the message to immunogenic protein in ribosomes,
which then encounters the host’s immune system. While an oversimplification, compare this with
standard vaccine production processes that might involve hundreds of complicated steps.

Economically, locating production close to the end user has the highest potential to capture
value, particularly for emergency preparedness and response [13]. The need for a cold chain,
prone to logistics malfunctions and temperature excursions (https://pelibiothermal.com/
resource/active-versus-passive-shipping-containers-making-optimum-choice) [14], is almost
completely removed. Most importantly, a small production facility situated close to an outbreak
site can, potentially, fill the gap between routine production and precipitous need at the onset
of outbreak creating a stockpile in a short timeframe [15]. The design and manufacture of
mRNA vaccines also offers the critical advantage of being a fully synthetic platform process
[16] for multiple targets [12]. This will be an important aspect of creating a future industry that is
economically viable. It may then be a quicker process to optimise the product for the next virus
outbreak.

The Synthetic Biology Approach Lends Itself to a Distributed Vaccine Industry
Vaccine technology is decades old and in need of modernising (https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LVhnQ1sqTQU). One of the problems is that, while many nonbiological drugs are
produced using standardised chemical engineering processes, vaccine production, especially
with whole cells, has been less amenable to standardisation and is thus less predictable. To
break the economies-of-scale model for vaccine manufacturing, cost savings have to be made
through strain engineering and molecular design [17]. This is fertile breeding ground for the
emerging synthetic biology industry [18].

Vaccine production would benefit from the systematic workflow approach of synthetic biology
[19]. The technology of mRNA is amenable to optimisation through almost limitless combinations
of derivatives [12]. Likewise, the biofoundry is an obvious vehicle for generation of these combi-
nations. Systematic workflow increasingly involves the use of biofoundries. Biofoundries are
highly automated facilities that comprise the extensive and coordinated use of laboratory robots
that are programmed to perform specific tasks according to a workflow [20]. Typically, different
platforms within the biofoundries perform different tasks; for example, liquid handling, genetic
assembly, characterisation functions. Biofoundries are based on information infrastructures
that allow the robots and other equipment within the biofoundries to be programmed to follow
detailed, complex workflows [21].

The combination of biodesign tools (BioCAD) and biofoundries is rapidly producing a new type of
biology – digital biology – that could revolutionise the production of vaccines and many other
areas of biomedicine. The approach chimes with the distributed supply chains and distributed
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for Human Use (ICH): an international
nonprofit organisation set up to bring
together the regulatory authorities and
pharmaceutical industry to discuss
scientific and technical aspects of drug
registration, with a view to harmonisation
of guidelines.
Massive open online course
(MOOC): an online course aimed at
unlimited participation and open access
via the web. As well as filmed traditional
lectures, tutorials, etc., a MOOC can
contain other more interactive elements,
such as quizzes and social media
discussions.
National Regulatory Authorities
(NRAs): in public health terms, these
are national regulatory agencies
responsible for ensuring that
pharmaceuticals and biologicals like
vaccines are evaluated properly and
meet international standards of quality
and safety.
Quality by design (QbD): in the
pharmaceutical industry, QbD provides
guidance to facilitate design of products
and processes that maximises a
product’s quality, safety and efficacy
while also enabling manufacturing.
Robustness: ability of an engineered
pharmaceutical manufacturing process
to maintain established quality and
performance limits in variable
environments.
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) of theUN: there are 17 of these
that are meant to be interlinked, and
when enacted would result in a more
sustainable future for humans and the
planet.
United States Food and Drug
Administration (US FDA): federal
agency of the USA that is responsible for
protecting and promoting public health.
World Economic Forum (WEF): an
international nongovernmental
organisation based in Switzerland that
addresses major global problems by
bringing together business leaders,
political leaders, scientists, celebrities,
journalists, and other societal leaders.
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manufacturing that could be transformative in dealing with COVID-19 and future pandemics
throughout the world. The potential of the approachwas demonstrated by Crone and co-workers
[22] who showed that an automated SARS-CoV-2 clinical diagnostics platform designed and
developed in a biofoundry can be quickly deployed and scaled.

Software allows the simultaneous investigation of a range of experimental factors or variables to
rapidly optimise design of an industrial production. The recently formed Global Biofoundries
Alliance [23] has publicly funded biofoundries in North America, Europe, Asia, and Australia,
which could be brought to bear for the design of new vaccines, as needed. As pointed out by
Crone and co-workers [22], the protocols and workflows they developed can be quickly incorpo-
rated and modified as necessary by members of the Global Biofoundry Alliance. Box 2 shows
front-running approaches to vaccine production that are highly amenable to the synthetic biology
approach. They are all ripe for public–private cooperation.

Improvements in synthetic biology are currently increasing exponentially, and data from the
design, build, test, learn (DBTL) cycle are being used to train machine learning algorithms to
reduce human interventions [24] – a hallmark of modern engineering.

Downstream of Synthetic Biology
The large number of doses of mRNA vaccines that can be made from small volumes (Box 2) is
suited to small, distributed operations. If a bioprocess is still required, then the size and footprint
of that process can be decreased through cell culture process intensification, such as fed batch
[14] and, in the future, continuous manufacturing [25]. Smaller footprint processes would benefit
from the use of single-use disposable culture systems that reduce fixed costs dramatically and
can be established more quickly than hard-pipe facilities [26]. In terms of chemical engineering,
many of the required tools for bioprocess intensification are already available, including scaled-
down equipment for rapid process development and process integration [27]. That said, process
standardisation and robustness are absolutely essential to guarantee the quality and consis-
tency of the product. Inherent to standardisation of the products will be the interoperability of
the hardware and software in different biofoundries/distributed manufacturing units (Box 3).

Then, potentially the longest step in the process is regulatory compliance to ensure product
safety (Box 4).

Sustainability
Final manufacturing in scaled-down production plants could occur in a large number of countries,
giving global coverage to bring manufacturing closer to the point of care. The United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) make explicit reference to the need for affordable
vaccines (SDG target 3.8) (https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/metadata/). In terms of environmental
footprint, there is evidence that the pharmaceutical industry is significantly more emissions-
intensive than the automotive industry [28]. The biofoundries, where design and initial vaccine
selection and build (prototype) is performed, can be anywhere, and certainly separated from
manufacturing. In this case it is not vaccine that is transported, but information (Figure 1, Key Figure).
Replacing material transfer by information transfer saves money and emissions, lowers risk due to
cold chain failures and speeds the innovation process (https://www.economist.com/science-and-
technology/2017/04/01/managing-supplies-of-vaccines-is-a-huge-problem).

Vigilance
In the 20 years of this century, there have been several major outbreaks of viral diseases in
humans, and we have been unprepared for all of them. Funding became available to combat
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Box 1. Scaled-Down Manufacture and Supply Chain Close to Points of Care

Although revenues from vaccine sales are higher in developed countries, greater volume of sales occur in low- and middle-income countries. Nevertheless, vaccine
manufacturers in developing countries already supply over half of the vaccines in their immunisation programmes [50,51], so this initiative is far from needing to be started
from scratch.

Given the large number of doses that are possible from small volumes of product, final production could happen in a variety of locations if they comply with regulations:
adapted university laboratories; laboratories at university teaching hospitals; and small company facilities at science parks and medical campuses. As cold chain
operations are especially challenging in remote locations, it may even be possible to manufacture in mobile laboratories (Figure I), extending their capabilities of early
warning, reconnaissance, on-site investigation, verification and response that already exist [52]. German company CureVac is developing a mobile production unit,
the RNA Printer (https://www.curevac.com/en/technology/production/) that will be deployable to hospitals, potentially even into mobile laboratories. A joint patent
application has been filed between CureVac and Tesla, the electric vehicle manufacturer, for this ‘Bioreactor for RNA In Vitro Transcription’ [53].

In one scenario, the vaccine sequence could be sent electronically across a telecommunications network from a biofoundry that has designed the sequence to another
biofoundry that is the manufacturing facility. The second biofoundry then produces the liquid vaccine preparation for transportation. Further transportation could then
be achieved using a mobile vaccination facility built into a mobile truck unit specially kitted out for this purpose. A recent example of this has been achieved by the Dutch
company, Lamboo Mobile Medical, in partnership with Phillips (https://www.mobile-medical.eu/projects/mobile-primary-care-truck-unit-delivered-south-africa). A
similar facility could be designed for local vaccine transportation to the point of immunisation. Any attempt to use mobile laboratories or production plants in
multiple locations during a pandemic would require manufacturing best practices, like those outlined in good manufacturing practice (GMP), harmonised stan-
dard operating procedures and certification [52]. Training of staff in the correct use of a mobile biosafety level 3 (BSL-3) laboratory has in past been sponsored by
the WHO (https://www.afro.who.int/news/who-supports-mobile-bsl-3-lab-re-qualification-and-training-experts).

The thermal stability of vaccines for worldwide distribution is a major problem, particularly in developing countries and outlying geographical regions. The ideal situation is
for a vaccine to be stable for long periods at ambient temperatures. However, in reality, estimates vary widely for different types of vaccines regarding storage and
transport temperatures. A big disadvantage of RNA vaccines is that their stability is lower than traditional vaccines [54]. Thus, their production close to the end user
is especially pertinent.

TrendsTrends inin BiotechnologyBiotechnology

Figure I. Mobile Laboratory Configuration for the Diagnosis of Ebola Virus Disease. In 2014, a mobile Biosafety Level-3 (BSL-3) laboratory was sent from
China to Sierra Leone during an Ebola virus disease outbreak to rapidly diagnose the disease using quantitative real-time PCR. In a 2-week period, 1635 patients
were evaluated and none of the laboratory staff members became infected. Communication, ventilation, and electricity and gas supply formed part of this infrastructure,
comprising three vehicles. This infrastructure could include distributed manufacturing functions. Image adapted from [55].
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each outbreak but as the immediate danger receded, so did the financial interest [29]. Speed is of
the essence when an outbreak occurs. Predictive tools such as computational epidemiology
(https://cordis.europa.eu/article/id/415792-using-prediction-models-to-manage-the-coronavirus-
outbreak) to provide accurate predictions of the spread of future epidemics need to be developed
further. Real-time tracking of the evolution and spread of a virus in an open access platform aids
public health decision making [30].
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Box 2. Vaccines Amenable to the Synthetic Biology/Distributed Manufacturing Approach

RNA vaccines work by introducing a biodesigned mRNA sequence into muscle or other cells. The mRNA is specifically
designed to produce the exact antigens required to counteract the target virus. There are a number of advantages of this
approach. Production/manufacture can be achieved directly in the laboratory, cell free and egg free. One litre of SARS-
CoV-2 vaccine could be enough to produce at least 1 million doses. The big potential advantage of the method is that it
is amenable to synthetic-biology-based biodesign, where knowing the genome of the virus allows the direct design of
an RNA vaccine. Ulmer and co-workers [56] described a proof of concept for the production of a self-amplifying mRNA
influenza vaccine, from gene synthesis to formulation and release, in 13 days, which they anticipated could be reduced
to 5 days.

DNA vaccines are also amenable to synthetic biology design but production is more complex than RNA vaccines if there is
a dependence on amplification of plasmids in bacterial or cell cultures. Both DNA and RNA platforms use similar
established production processes and facilities. An entirely synthetic, in vitro process for mRNA vaccines is inherently
simpler and easier to monitor. However, the arrival of enzymatically produced linear DNA provides some key advantages,
not least being speed of production free of bacterial sequence [57], and may herald new opportunities for DNA vaccines.

Programmable and modular synthetic gene circuits can be introduced into adenoviral vectors for immunotherapeutic
purposes [58]. The COVID-19 vaccine under development at the University of Oxford is an adenovirus vaccine vector
(ChAdOx1). The Oxford group had previously developed a successful vaccine for SARS. The strategy was that, as SARS
is another form of coronavirus, it should be possible to modify that vaccine for COVID-19. The advantage of the method-
ology is that conventional production techniques should be readily modified for the production of the new vaccine.

A virus-like particle (VLP) is an engineered viral structure with the immunoprotective traits of a native virus but is noninfectious.
When synthetic biology techniques are applied to the rational design of VLPs greater precision and predictability is achiev-
able. It is now possible to screen for pathogen-specific antigens with high immunogenic potential for inclusion in the design
[59].

Rapidly multiplying a little-known plant virus (cowpea mosaic virus, CPMV) in plants is a potential solution to vaccine
production [60]. CPMV is used to produce a noninfectious viral shell VLP. In the case of influenza, genetic information from
the human virus decorates the shell with influenza surface proteins. In relation to COVID-19, the Canadian biopharmaceutical
company Medicago, having produced the appropriate VLPs for coronavirus, began testing its plant-based coronavirus
vaccine in an early-stage clinical trial in July 2020. The production ‘factory’ is a plant related to the tobacco plant. Using plants
as the production factory could prove more rapid and scalable than conventional methods. Medicago recently announced
the construction of a facility to grow plants with a capacity for 40–50 million planned doses of flu vaccine per year [61].
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Challenges
Here, we address some of the readily identifiable barriers to the described approach and what
can be done about them.

Economic Viability: How Do Such Small, Decentralised Facilities Survive during Periods of Low
Demand for Vaccines?
In the next 10 to 20 years, it is estimated that biomolecules and biosystems innovation could
directly impact the healthcare market to the tune of $500 billion to $1.2 trillion [31]. Roughly
Box 3. Robustness, Standardisation and Quality

It is essential that the product is standardised, no matter where it is produced. Robustness contributes to ensuring the
safety, efficacy, and quality of a product [62,63]. Regulatory authorities review manufacturing process robustness and
its continuous verification. Robustness is influenced by variations in environment, equipment, reagents, and operator skills.
All of these influences need to be standardised and measured to show compliance with the manufacturing limits docu-
mented in the regulatory dossier. Automation will make processes at eachmanufacturing site more comparable. However,
safe-by-design synthetic biology [64] holds the promise of incorporating robustness into the factors for the automated
DBTL engineering cycle. Safe-by-design synthetic biology is consistent with the Quality-by-Design initiative outlined
by theUS Food andDrug Administration (US FDA) [65]. This is a systematic process control approach with predefined
objectives to ensure safety, efficacy, and quality are built into the final drug product.

Inherent to standardisation of the products will be interoperability of the hardware and software in different biofoundries.
Currently this is done on a rather ad hoc basis. However, a similar situation existed 25 years ago when hospital equipment
like scanners used different data formats. This was overcome by the development of data standards. In the field of
synthetic biology there are now two standards for interoperability, which are in operation in different biofoundries, but
are also going through formal review. The standards are called SBOL (https://sbolstandard.org/) and DICOM-SB [66].
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Box 4. Responsive Regulation

Various countries have drug manufacturing regulatory systems with procedures to expedite the availability of a drug,
particularly if there is a serious condition with an unmet need [67,68]. For example, the US Food and Drug Administration
(US FDA) can expedite a drug using fast track, breakthrough therapy, accelerated approval and priority review procedures
(https://www.fda.gov/patients/learn-about-drug-and-device-approvals/fast-track-breakthrough-therapy-accelerated-
approval-priority-review). Even so, an optimum amount of data showing that a drug will be safe and effective needs to be
collected: expediting a drug still takes time. The synthetic biology approach can save time in the development of a vaccine.
In times of emergency, the regulatory regime should enable a streamlined process to save more time whilst still delivering a
safe product. Thus, National Regulatory Authorities have to remain flexible and follow the evolving science to develop
regulatory requirements during public health emergencies [69]. The nucleic acid and subunit vaccines are already considered
inherently safer than those depending on attenuated virus particles (https://www.niaid.nih.gov/research/vaccine-types).

The distributed approach described here will need greater regulatory harmonisation between countries [70,71]. The
International Council on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use
(ICH) is the current resource for global harmonisation activities, quality, safety and efficacy guidelines and standards.
Safe-by-design synthetic biology, like quality-by-design, should be placed up-front in design and build, rather than after
manufacture.
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40% of products in clinical development globally are biopharmaceuticals [32]. Of these, a growing
number of nucleic acid therapies is gradually entering the market, and estimates predict strong
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) in the next few years. Nucleic acid therapies have a
Key Figure

The Design–Build–Test-Learn Cycle (DBTL) in Synthetic Biology on a Global Scale Interconnected
by the Transfer of Information

TrendsTrends inin BiotechnologyBiotechnology

Figure 1. The diagram is hypothetical, based on current areas of expertise in different countries.
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Outstanding Questions
What are the technical barriers to
bringing mRNA vaccines to the
market? Some known barriers include
understanding the fundamentals of the
molecular mode of action, sequence
optimisation, improving mRNA stability,
and optimisation of the carrier system.

How feasible is the production of
vaccines in very small production
plants? How robust is this process?
Batches from different locations
absolutely must behave in the same
way. There are essential roles for
regulatory bodies to ensure the safety
of the process. If a product is not
affected by economies of scale,
small-scale production plants are
more likely to work economically. As
long as the process is cell free and
egg free, the barriers to small-scale
production are much lower.

What are the key attributes of a
biofoundry for this model? The
small number of public and private
biofoundries currently in existence are
demonstrating success in products
for different sectors. The ability to
synthesise many candidates, and the
rapid iteration of the DBTL cycle with
limited human intervention speeds
innovation. Biofoundries can communi-
cate rapidly via digital information in
very different locations. Using several
biofoundries can be used for quality
control and to debug processes.

Can this model be truly economically
viable? There is a need to integrate
various capabilities to maximise the
benefits. Pre-emptive surveillance with
computational, real-time tracking of
the evolution and spread of a virus,
rapid sequence acquisition, integrated
with the described model is key. The
economic analysis should incorporate
the cost of not acting: the human and
economic consequences of COVID-
19 are highlighting this very point.
Product pipelines will be necessary
when vaccine needs are lower.
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promising future in various healthcare areas, including antitoxins, infectious diseases, rare
diseases, and oncology [33]. In particular, mRNA therapeutics encoding known cancer-specific
shared antigens hold the promise of personalised cancer treatments [34]. This does not include
the recently announced BioNtech [35] and Moderna COVID-19 vaccines. Tew [36] reviewed
applications of synthetic biology in healthcare recently.

The 3Rs is a global regulatory initiative to replace, reduce, and refine animal testing without
compromising drug safety and effectiveness [37]. As molecular biology understanding develops
it increasingly contributes to the 3Rs and knowledge about in vivo toxicology pathways. The
in vitro toxicology testing market is expected to reach $14.9 billion by 2025 at a CAGR of
10.3% [38]. Biofoundries could help develop in vitro and in silico services to support toxicology
testing before a drug molecule is tested in humans.

Cyberbiosecurity
As digital biology develops, there are various places in a bioproduction process susceptible
to cyberattack, succinctly summarised by Peccoud and co-workers [39], and representing a
new threat landscape [40]. Companies are elevating cybersecurity to a strategic imperative
[41]. Blockchain technology is the obvious solution. It can record transactions between
two parties with secure traceability and provides enhanced security of data in clinical trials.
Public policy efforts to enhance cybersecurity could be recognised through, for example,
voluntary standards, regulations and information-sharing frameworks [42]. In its most serious
form, when state sponsorship is suspected, there may be a case for a ‘voluntary, non-
binding norm for responsible state behaviour in the use of information and communications
technology’ [43].

Talent and Education
The convergence of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and robotics means that there is a
growing need for a new kind of graduate. Biologists are required with greater knowledge of
computer science and IT systems as the biofoundries take over the laborious liquid handling
functions. The need for a specially trained workforce for the synthetic biology sector is considered
bymany in industry to be a key pinch point for the industrial development of the area. The industrial
view, regarding personnel, is that for every engineer, mathematician, and computer scientist there
are at least 30 PhDs in biology and biochemistry available. What is crucial for the development of
the synthetic biology industry is the training of many more engineers, mathematicians and
computer scientists with an understanding of biology.

It is entirely feasible that apprenticeships and day-release education will play a prominent
part in developing this workforce. Higher education is rising to the challenges with a range
of solutions from technician training, undergraduate degrees, Masters and interdisciplinary
PhD programmes, massive open online courses (MOOCs) and business management
courses [44,45].

Concluding Remarks
In the midst of and in the aftermath of COVID-19, we call for a radical departure from the conven-
tional approaches to outbreak prediction, monitoring, protection and cure (see Outstanding
Questions). It will require much international public and private funding (https://www.gatesnotes.
com/Health/What-you-need-to-know-about-the-COVID-19-vaccine). Radical departures may
appear expensive and complex to deliver, more so if vaccine production is to be global and
democratised, preventing vaccine nationalism [46,47], putting a common strategy ahead of
national self-interest [48]. However, with the huge human toll of COVID-19, the World Economic
Trends in Biotechnology, Month 2020, Vol. xx, No. xx 7
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Forum predicting $1 trillion of damage to the global economy in 2020 alone (https://www.weforum.
org/agenda/2020/03/coronavirus-covid-19-cost-economy-2020-un-trade-economics-pandemic/),
and the United Nations predicting that 130 million more people will enter extreme poverty [49], it will
now not seem expensive at all.
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